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navigating the
middle-years with
self-control.

The Middle Years Resource Guide was created by
the Child and Family Centre as a “snapshot” to
help parents and caregivers better understand
the changing lives of their 6-11 year olds and
some of the challenges they may be facing
during this critical developmental stage.
Though certainly not exhaustive, this brief guide
highlights the importance of the middle years,
self-control and red flags for early intervention. It
provides parents with helpful tips for supporting
their children and dealing with problem
behaviours within the home. It also contains
helpful information and links to services and
community resources offered in the districts of
Greater Sudbury and Manitoulin, one of which is
the SNAP® program.

The SNAP® program and the Middle Years
Resource Guide are available as a result of the
Ontario Youth Action Plan, Ministry of Children
and Youth Services.
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What are the
middle years?
Children ages 6 to 11 are considered
to be in their “middle years.”
During this formative period, children become
increasingly independent as they explore the
world around them. At this stage, children spend
a lot of time in school, where they are focused
on making friends and continuing to learn that
actions have consequences – both good and
bad. This helps them navigate their world and
become better problem solvers and thoughtful
decision makers.
As they enter middle childhood, most children
are beginning to learn how to manage their
impulses, understand their emotions and master
their behaviour.
The knowledge and skills children gain during
these middle years will continue to form the base
of their intellectual, emotional and social growth
for the rest of their lives.

However, this period is also where we can start
to see behaviour problems taking root. Some
children have more difficulty mastering their
impulses, following rules or behaving in socially
appropriate ways.
Behaviour problems that are not addressed
early on can hinder a child’s social and academic
development and cause stress for both children
and their families.
Fortunately, children are still developing during
this crucial stage, and positive parenting
strategies can go a long way to ensure their
healthy, prosocial development. With the brain
still “under construction” during the middle
years, it can be remoulded by experiences that
positively influence these problem behaviours
before they become fixed.

Enter self-control...
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Self-control:
the heart of
the matter
Self-control refers to the ability to control our
desires (“I want it”), emotions (“I’m mad”) and
impulses (“I’m grabbing it”), especially in difficult
situations.
Self-control is key to a child’s happy and healthy
prosocial development, and is one of the best
predictors of academic and professional success.
It is also “the heart of the matter” for those who
struggle with behaviour problems. However,
with children’s brains still developing during the
middle years, this is a great time for learning selfcontrol skills.

“Parents can act as positive,
long-term, dependable rolemodels for successful selfcontrol.”
– Duckworth, Gendler and Gross, 2014.

“Childhood self-control predicts
physical health, substance
dependence, personal finance
and criminal offending
outcomes.”
– Moffit et al. 2010

Emotion regulation is a type of self-control that
is important to a child’s healthy development. It
refers to the ability to monitor, assess and modify
our emotional reactions to accomplish our goals.
Learning this skill is especially important during
the middle years, as a child’s ability to form
emotional connections at school, at home and in
the community increases greatly during this time.
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Early
detection and
intervention
Research has shown that there are seven years
of warning – from age 6 to 12 – before a child’s
problematic behaviour can lead to serious
offences.
Behaviour problems that go unaddressed can
get in the way of normal child development. We
can hope that children will grow out of these
issues, but leaving them unaddressed can lead
to more serious antisocial behaviour problems,
including anything from bullying, aggression and
rule-breaking to criminal activity.
Without early intervention, these children may
never have the opportunity to reach their full
potential.
However, with early detection and intervention,
children can receive help sooner. By teaching
children important emotion-regulation, selfcontrol and problem-solving skills during the
critical middle years, we can prevent serious
problems later in life.
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Important red flags in
your child’s behaviour:
PP

Problems with family relationships

PP

Physically aggressive

PP

Verbally aggressive

PP

Lack of self-control/problem-solving skills

PP

Difficulty making and keeping healthy
relationships

PP

Vandalizing and/or damaging property

PP

Defiant behaviour

PP

Stealing

PP

Bullying others

PP

Signs of anxiety or depression

These issues are often difficult for children to
understand and manage, and can create daily
challenges at home, school, with their peers and
in their community. If you notice one or more of
the red flags above in your child’s behaviour, you
may consider getting help.

Tips for
healthy
parent-child
relationships

TIPS

>> S.I.P. Greater success in using these skills
will be achieved if you use an approach in
which Specific child behaviours receive an
Immediate and Predictable response.

Raising a child can be both rewarding and
challenging. It requires energy, thoughtfulness,
patience, humour and love to guide a child who
is developing so quickly and changing in so
many ways. Parents sometimes “slip-up” in this
challenging job — the key is to not get stuck,
and use self-control and positive parenting
strategies to help guide your child and repair
your relationship during difficult times.
If your child struggles with behavioural
challenges, the following parenting tips can be
used to help avoid and solve problems at home:
PP

Monitoring

PP

Listening

PP

Encouraging

PP

Effective Directions

PP

Charting Rewards

PP

Time Out

PP

Problem Solving with P-A-S-T-E
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Tips for healthy parent-child relationships
MONITORING means always knowing your
child’s whereabouts.

Here’s how:
PP

Remember the 4 Ws: where, when, what,
and who.

PP

Your child asks permission to go out and
tells you WHERE he’s going, WHEN he’s
coming back, WHAT he’ll be doing and
WHO he will be with.

LISTENING means paying attention to your
child when he or she speaks to you.

Here’s how:
PP

STOP what you are doing.

PP

LOOK at your child when he or she
speaks to you.

PP

IDENTIFY his or her feelings and
respond to them.
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TIPS
>> Be sure to praise him for returning home
on time.
>> Keep a list of his friends, their addresses
and phone numbers and get to know their
parents.
>> Avoid nagging, ridiculing and lecturing.
>> Use encouraging phrases like “I see” or “tell
me more.”

Tips for healthy parent-child relationships
ENCOURAGING means catching your child
doing something good.

Here’s how:
PP

TIPS

>> Your children will thrive on your
encouragement.

RELAX and think about what your child
does well.

PP

GO to where he is.

PP

WATCH him doing something.

PP

STATE what you see.

PP

TELL him how good you feel about what
he is doing.

PP

PRAISE him immediately when he starts
to do something you want him to do.
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Tips for healthy parent-child relationships
EFFECTIVE DIRECTIONS means telling
your child clearly what you want her to do and
when she is to do it.

Here’s how:
PP

Say exactly what you want.

PP

Give only one direction at a time.

PP

Look at your child.

PP

Use a firm voice.

TIPS
>> Use a “start” direction like “if you want
to play ball, take it outside.”
>> Keep calm. Use SNAP to stay in control.
>> Praise her when the job is done.
>> Think “when…then” – “when you have
done your homework, then you can
watch TV.”
>> Disobeying directions should result in
a Time Out. See the section on Time
Out for more.
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Tips for healthy parent-child relationships
CHARTING REWARDS means giving your
children incentives to do routines and chores.

Here’s how:
PP

PP

Agree with your child what his chore and/
or routine is. Break big routines or chores
into small steps.
Decide on a reward system. Agree on
rewards based on the number of points
earned.

PP

Create a chart like the one below, and put
a check mark on the day your child does
the chore/routine.

PP

Make sure to follow through with giving
your child their earned reward.

TIPS
>> Find rewards that will motivate your
child.
>> Post the reward chart for all to see.
>> Rewards are more effective than
punishments.
>> Find ways to reward yourself for
effective parenting!
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Tips for healthy parent-child relationships
TIME OUT means you and your child take a
break from each other.

Here’s how:

TIPS
>> Short Time Outs (2-3 minutes) are best.
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PP

Tell your child about Time Out when
everyone is calm.

>> Using a timer helps to track the Time Out
minutes.

PP

Choose a boring area, but never a place
where your child will be scared. Think of a
privilege you will remove if your child does
not go to Time Out.

>> Ignore any of your child’s complaints while
in Time Out.

PP

Use Time Out when your child does not
follow your directions. Tell her that she has
10 seconds to start doing what you asked.

PP

If she doesn’t begin, say “that’s a Time Out.”
For every ten second delay in responding,
add an extra minute to a maximum of your
child’s age. If she still doesn’t go to Time
Out, move on and remove the privilege.

PP

Some behaviours like swearing, sassiness,
hitting or destroying property should
prompt an immediate Time Out!
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>> After Time Out, do NOT rehash the
incident.

Tips for healthy parent-child relationships
PROBLEM SOLVING means tackling family
issues as problems to be solved. P-A-S-T-E is
a great way for parents and children to solve
problems as they occur.

Here’s how:
PP

P stands for PROBLEM. Identify one
problem – be specific.

PP

A stands for ALTERNATIVES. List possible
solutions to the problem.

PP

S stands for SOLUTION. Agree on a
solution or a combination of solutions that
you and your child think will work; write it
down.

PP

T stands for TRY IT. Try out the agreedupon solution for one week.

PP

E stands for EVALUATE. After the try out
time, evaluate how the solution is working.
If it isn’t working, go back to the SOLUTION
step and choose another one!

TIPS
>> Try to see your child’s point of view.
>> Take turns giving suggested solutions.
>> Summarize the discussion; be brief.
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Learn selfcontrol with
SNAP
For parents who require additional support,
programs such as SNAP can help.
SNAP® (Stop Now And Plan) is an proven model
that teaches children struggling with behaviour
problems, and their parents, how to make better
choices “in the moment.” By teaching children
and parents how to effectively regulate their
emotions, use self-control and solve problems,
SNAP helps them to stop, think and find solutions
that will make their problems smaller, not bigger.
Developed over the past 30 years by Toronto’s
Child Development Institute (CDI), SNAP is an
award-winning program designed specifically
for both boys and girls. It has now been adopted
across Canada and around the world for use
at home, at school and in the community.
SNAP helps children to better understand their
emotions and impulses and teaches them
how to self-regulate. It also helps parents to
strengthen their parenting skills and support their
children’s healthy development.
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Research shows that
SNAP:
PP

Increases emotion-regulation, self-control
and problem-solving skills;

PP

Reduces aggression, bullying, anxiety,
depression and antisocial behaviour;

PP

Increases social competency and prosocial behaviour;

PP

Improves academic success by decreasing
behavioural issues at school;

PP

Engages children with problem behaviour
and their families in service;

PP

Increases effective parenting skills; and

PP

Connects children and parents to
community-based resources.

Who should
attend SNAP?
SNAP is for boys and girls ages 6 to 11 who are
experiencing a range of externalizing issues such
as aggression, rule breaking and bullying, as well
as internalizing issues such as anxiety, isolation
and depression.
Take note of the red flags on page 3 – if your
child is experiencing any of these issues or
problem behaviours, SNAP can help.
Research has shown that the most effective
treatment for behaviour problems is a
combination of child-focused cognitive
behavioural therapy (focusing on the connection
between a child’s thoughts, feelings and actions)
and parent management training (focusing
on how to effectively manage their child’s
behaviours)
SNAP works with both children and parents,
and has been shown to reduce aggression,
delinquency and antisocial behaviour while
increasing social skills, emotion-regulation and
self-control skills. SNAP has also been shown
to improve academic success by decreasing
behaviour problems at school and effective
parenting skills.
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The SNAP
strategy

STOP

The SNAP strategy is simple and
works for children, parents and
teachers alike.

NOW

Over the course of 13 weeks, children attend
either SNAP Boys or SNAP Girls groups while their
parents attend SNAP parenting sessions. Through
role-plays, home practice assignments and joint
family sessions, both children and parents learn
how to deal with difficult situations by:

Stopping themselves (e.g., by counting to ten
or taking a deep breath) as soon as their body
begins to react (e.g., throbbing head, tension,
feeling hot). We call these reactions body cues.

Identifying any hard thoughts (e.g., “he’s doing
that to make me mad”) and

AND

replacing them with positive coping statements,
or cool thoughts (e.g., “I can handle this”).

PLAN

Picking a plan that meets these three criteria: 1)
makes the problem smaller instead of bigger, 2)
doesn’t hurt anyone or anything, and 3) makes
them feel okay.

A key aspect of the SNAP technique is helping
children to identify triggers (what makes them
angry, frustrated, sad or worried) and make the
connection between their body cues, thoughts,
feelings and actions.
By following these steps, children and parents
become more aware of their emotions, triggers
and impulses and, in turn, learn how to slow
down, regain their composure, challenge their
hard thoughts and come up with positive plans.
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SNAP works!
What if we told you
that SNAP can actually
reset a child’s brain in
just 13 weeks?
Well, it’s true.
In a study jointly conducted by The Hospital
for Sick Children and the University of Toronto,
leading researchers found that as children
learn to use SNAP and develop self-control
and problem-solving skills, there is increased
activity in the regions of the brain responsible for
monitoring self-control.
Thirty years of helping children and families
has resulted in rigorous SNAP research that has
achieved the highest standard of scientific and
clinical excellence, with more than 15 years of
implementing SNAP around the globe.
We are confident in SNAP, and passionate about
reaching more children and families in our
community. If you know a child or family who
could benefit from SNAP services, please visit
our website to learn more about our programs,
results and referral process.

www.stopnowandplan.com

My son has ADD and anger
issues. We felt lost and frustrated
that we couldn’t seem to break
our son’s cycle of explosive,
angry outbursts. SNAP provided
us with essential tools to help
us cope as individuals and as a
family. We cannot emphasize
enough the hope this program
has given our family, especially
our son.
Mother of a SNAP boy

I used to always lose my temper
and fight with people, but when I
came here I learned I
didn’t have to get into fights, I
could just use SNAP.
SNAP Girl

Without SNAP, I would not
be the person I am today.
SNAP Boy

NAVIGATING THE MIDDLE-YEARS WITH SELF-CONTROL
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Resources for
parents and
teachers
Academic Resources
For more information on the middle
years:
FF

Cincotta, N.F. (2013). Journey of Middle
Childhood: Who Are “Latency”Aged Children? In S.G. Austrain (Ed.),
Developmental Theories Through the Life
Cycle (pp.79-132). New York: Columbia
University Press.

interventions for children under age
10 for improving self-control and
delinquency and problem behaviors.
Campbell Systematic Reviews: DOI:
10.4073/csr.2010.2

For more information on
interventions:
FF

Augimeri, L.K., Walsh, M., Levene, K., Sewell,
K., & Rajca, E. (2014). Stop Now And
Plan (SNAP) Model. Encyclopedia of
Criminology and Criminal Justice, 50535063. New York, NY: Springer Science –
Business Media.

FF

Fossum, S., Handegard, B.H., Adolfsen, F. Vis,
S.A. & Wynn, R. (2015). A meta-analysis
of long-term outpatient treatment
effects for children and adolescents
with conduct problems. Journal of
Child and Family Studies 25: 15-29.

FF

Lochman, J., Powell, N.P., Boxmeyer, C.L. &
Jiminez-Camargo, L. (2011). Cognitivebehavioural therapy for externalizing
disorders in children and adolescents.
Child and Adolescent Psychiatric Clinics of
North America 20(2):305-18.

For more information on selfcontrol:
FF
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Duckworth, A.L., Gendler, T.S. & Gross, J.J.
(2014). Self-control in school-age
children. Educational Psychologist 49(3),
199-217.

FF

Eisenberg, N., Spinrad, T.L. & Eggum,
N.D. (2010). Emotion-related selfregulation and its relation to
children’s maladjustment. Annual
Review of Clinical Psychology 6, 495-525.

FF

Piquero, A.R., Jennings, W.G., &
Farrington, D.P. (2010). Self-control
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Resources for parents and teachers
After School Programs
Canadian Active After School
Partnership
Includes considerations for parents when
choosing an after school program, as well as a
list of questions for parents to ask program staff,
particularly for children with disabilities.
ǋǋ

www.activeafterschool.ca/parentsguardians

Ontario’s After-School Program
Map of community after-school programs that
are funded by “Ontario’s After School Program”.
ǋǋ

www.mtc.gov.on.ca/en/sport/afterschool/
after_school.shtml

GymZone – Healthy Living Program
(After School)
This program runs throughout the school year
from 3:00 to 5:30 pm and is designed for children
ages 4 - 14
ǋǋ
¨¨

Child Care
Sudbury Best Start Sudburyfamilies.ca
Sudburyfamilies.ca is an integrated community
website that connects families and professionals
in Greater Sudbury to events, services and
information for children- prenatal to age 12.
ǋǋ
¨¨

ǋǋ
¨¨

www.betterbeginningssudbury.ca
705.671.1941

Our Children, Our Future
Website provides information regarding family
resources including day cares and food security
programs.
ǋǋ
¨¨

Rainbow District School Board –
Before and After School Programs
Provides a list of before and after school
programs at Rainbow Schools.
ǋǋ

www.rainbowschools.ca/programs/
ChildCare/ BeforeAfterSchool.php or

contact your local school principal for more
information.

www.sudburyfamilies.ca
311 (or 705.671.2489) for

City of Greater Sudbury services.

Better Beginnings Sudbury – After
School Programs
Provides a list of after school programs available
to children who live or go to school in the Mill/
Donovan neighbourhood.

www.gymzone.org/specialty.php?id=2
705.521.1551

www.ourchildren-ourfuture.net/en
1.888.677.0440

Greater Sudbury Child Care Registry
The Child Care Registry was designed to make it
easier for families to find and apply for licensed
child care.
ǋǋ
¨¨

www.childcareregistry.greatersudbury.ca
Dial 311 (or 705.671.2489) for

City of Greater Sudbury services.
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Resources for parents and teachers
Greater Sudbury: Online Parent
Guide to Child Care
Includes general information for families about City
of Greater Sudbury programming, including child
care subsidies, services for children with special
needs, information for finding appropriate child
care, etc.
ǋǋ
¨¨

www.greatersudbury.ca/living/child-care/
online-parent-guide-to-child-care/
Dial 311 for City of Greater Sudbury services.

Children’s Mental
Health Resources
Children’s Mental Health Ontario:
Find a CMHO Centre in Your
Community
Allows families to locate a local accredited
children’s mental health centre by entering their
postal code. The website below contains contact
information for individual children’s mental health
centres located near you.
ǋǋ

www.kidsmentalhealth.ca/parents/find_a_
centre.php

eMentalHealth.ca: Child and Youth
Service Organizations
Helps families to find community organizations
and children’s mental health services by service
type and location. The website below contains
contact information for various local child and
youth service organizations.
ǋǋ
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www.ementalhealth.ca/Sudbury/Childand-Youth-Service-Organizations/index.
php?m=heading&ID=68
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Kids Help Phone
Website includes information for kids related
to topics such as bullying, violence and abuse,
body image, feelings, the internet, friends,
school, etc. Also includes tools and resources for
parents.
ǋǋ
¨¨

www. kidshelpphone.ca
Dial 1-800-668-6868

Children’s Community Network
(CCN) Sudbury
CCN is the single point of access for ministry
funded children’s services and provides
information and referrals to other programs
available to children and their families in the
community.
ǋǋ
¨¨

www.ccnsudbury.on.ca/en/
dial 1-877-272-4336

Child and Family Centre / Centre
de l’enfant et de la famille /
Ngodweaangizwin Aaskaagewin
CFC provides a continuum of mental health
services for children, youth and their families
with a focus on treatment, and provides
advocacy for mental health, prevention and
promotion. The website provides information
regarding their programs and services, including
a walk-in service.
ǋǋ
¨¨

www.childandfamilycentre.
on.ca/?lang=en or
Dial 1-705-525-1008

Resources for parents and teachers
Child & Community Resources (CCR)
CCR and its partners offer a continuum of services
ranging from universal community services
accessible to all children, to specialized services
for children and youth with Autism Spectrum
Disorder (ASD), and/or developmental needs.
ǋǋ
¨¨

www.ccrconnect.ca/en/childservices/
sudburymanitoulindistricts.asp
Dial 1-877-996-1599

College of Physicians and Surgeons
of Ontario
Website is produced by the Canadian Paediatric
Society and contains links to multiple resources
for Newcomer Families, including: language
programs, health, education, legal matters,
housing, recreation, employment and more.
ǋǋ

www.cpso.on.ca/Public-Register/AllDoctors-Search

Telehealth Ontario
Triple P of Sudbury and Manitoulin
Districts
Triple P of Sudbury and Manitoulin Districts is a
partnership of children’s health, education and
social services providers working together to offer
Sudbury and Manitoulin District families high
quality parenting programs and individualized
support and advice. Website includes how to find
the right Triple P support or service, how to access
Triple P practitioners for quick tips, and how to
register for Triple P services.
ǋǋ
¨¨

www.triplepsudbury.ca/en/
Dial 1-705-566-3416

Health Resources
Health Care Connect: “Find a Family
Doctor or Nurse-Practitioner”

Telehealth Ontario is a free, confidential service
you can call to get health advice or information.
A Registered Nurse will take your call 24 hours a
day, seven days a week.
ǋǋ
¨¨

www. ontario.ca/page/get-medical-advicetelehealth-ontario
Dial 1-866-797-0000

Sudbury District Health Unit
SDHU is a public health agency committed to
promoting and protecting health and preventing
diseases for everyone. Their website contains
information about services provided by SDHU,
community clinics, classes, and events, as well as
resources concerning a variety of health topics
and programs.
ǋǋ
¨¨

www.sdhu.com
Dial 1-866-522-9200

Ontario government website that includes
instructions on how to find or change a family
doctor or nurse practitioner.
ǋǋ
¨¨

www.ontario.ca/page/find-family-doctoror-nurse-practitioner
Dial 1-800-445-1822
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Resources for parents and teachers
Newcomer Families
Kids New to Canada: “Community
Resources Serving Immigrant and
Refugee Families”
Website is produced by the Canadian Paediatric
Society and contains links to multiple resources
for Newcomer Families, including: language
programs, health, education, legal matters,
housing, recreation, employment and more.
ǋǋ

www.kidsnewtocanada.ca/beyond/
resources#ontario

Nutrition and Food
Security
Banque D’Aliments Sudbury Food
Bank
Website provides a list of member agencies
including community food banks, community
support programs, and meal providers.
ǋǋ
¨¨
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www.sudburyfoodbank.ca/memberagencies.aspx
Dial 1-705-671-9663
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Sports and Recreation
Programs
City of Greater Sudbury – Leisure
Includes links to a community leisure guide as
well as an online registration system. The leisure
guide provides information about recreational
programming including sports, camps,
swimming, skating, arts, fitness, and general
interest programs.
ǋǋ
¨¨

www.greatersudbury.ca/living/leisureguide/
Dial 311 for City of Greater Sudbury services.

P.L.A.Y. Program (Positive Leisure
Activities for Youth)
The P.L.A.Y. program is dedicated to removing
barriers, so children can participate in organized
sport and recreation. Families looking for
assistance can submit an application to the
P.L.A.Y. Program through email, mail, fax, or by
dropping off at the office.
ǋǋ
¨¨

www.humanleaguesudbury.com/?page_
id=22
Dial 705-670-8633

Resources for parents and teachers
Conseil scolaire public du Grand
Special Education
Nord de l’Ontario (Sudbury French
Rainbow District School Board
“Special Education Programs and
Services”
Website contains information about special
education programs within the Rainbow District
School Board.
ǋǋ

www.rainbowschools.ca/programs/
SpecialEducation/ ProgramsServices.php

or contact your local school principal for
more information.

Sudbury Catholic District School
Board “Special Education”
Website contains information about special
education programs within the Sudbury Catholic
District School Board.
www.scdsb.edu.on.ca/schools/speced.php
ǋǋ www.http://www.scdsb.edu.on.ca/admin/
reports/SpecialEducationPlan.pdf or
ǋǋ

contact your local school principal for more
information.

Conseil scolaire catholique du
Nouvel-Ontario (French Catholic
School Board): “Enfance en
Difficulté”

Public School Board): “Enfance en
difficulté”

Contains information about special needs
programs offered through the Conseil scolaire
public du Grand Nord de l’Ontario.
ǋǋ

www.cspgno.ca/programmes-services/
enfance-difficulte or contact your local

school principal for more information.

Children’s Treatment Centre (Health
Sciences North)
The Health Sciences North’s Children’s Treatment
Centre is a family-centered community-based
rehabilitation facility providing assessment,
treatment, consultation, and education to
children and young adults with motor and
communication impairments.
ǋǋ
¨¨

www.childrenstreatment.ca/
Dial 705-523-7337

Ontario’s Special Needs Strategy
Website contains information about Ontario’s
Special Needs Strategy.
ǋǋ

www.children.gov.on.ca/htdocs/English/
topics/ specialneeds/strategy/index.aspx.

Contains information about special needs
programs offered through the Conseil scolaire
catholique du Nouvel-Ontario.
ǋǋ

www.nouvelon.ca/education/enfanceen-difficulte or contact your local school

principal for more information.
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Developed over 30 years ago as an
intervention program for children
under the age of 12 in conflict with
the law, SNAP® has evolved into
an internationally-recognized,
evidence-based, gender-specific
model. SNAP is a proven program
that focuses on emotion-regulation,
self-control and problem-solving
and teaches children with
behavioural problems, and their
parents, how to make better choices
"in the moment."
The primary goal of SNAP is to help children to
stop and think before they act, and keep them in
school and out of trouble.

Child Development Institute (CDI) is a leading
children’s mental health agency in the City
of Toronto offering a range of services to
approximately 4,000 children, age birth‐18,
and their families each year. We promote and
support the healthy development of children
and strengthen the families and communities in
which they live.
Our four service streams include: Early
Intervention including the SNAP (Stop Now
And Plan) program, Family Violence/Shelter
Services, Integra programs for children, youth
and their families with learning disabilities and
mental health issues (LDMH), and Healthy Child
Development.
For more information on our programs, visit
www.childdevelop.ca

